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Introduction 

There are several functions in Next & Hub that allows a partner to help automate the economic 

transactions and advance workflow. 

 

This document is intended for partners and customers of Next as a guideline for what is possible, 

how to configure Next and which Hub functions to use.  

 

DEFINITIONS 

 

Definition Description 

Customer A real estate agency using Next 

Expense A cost associated to an account and assignment 

Hub The API for communication with Next 

MVA Norwegian VAT 

Next A web based system for real estate agents in Norway 

Partner A supplier to a customer using Hub 

Posting code A template for an expense 

Economy 

There is a set of functions in Hub for handling expenses. They allow for adding, updating and 

deleting an expense in Next. All expenses must be tied to an estate.  

 

Each case need its own unique posting code tag created in Next. This tag is used when calling 

Hub to identify the posting code, which describes how cost should be handled. I.e., which 

account should be charged (buyer / seller / broker), which MVA rate should be used and should 

the amount be payed to the partners account / KID at settlement or must the partner invoice it 

separately.  

 

If the customer is lacking the posting code with the specific tag Hub returns 412, it is important 

to have proper error handling to avoid mishandling of economic information. For more 

information, see error handling.  

EXPENSE TYPES 

There are two types of expenses that can be used, the call to Hub is the same but the setup in 

Next differs. The major difference between them is if the amount should be payed automatically 

at settlement (remit) or if it will be invoiced separately (cost).  

 

Remit posting code 

 

- Amount must include mva if applicable 

- Posting code in Next must be setup with remit 

- Posting code in Next should be setup without MVA 

- Charges buyer / seller / customer depending on posting code 

- Payed when settlement is done 
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Cost posting code 

- Amount must include mva if applicable 

- Posting code in Next must be setup without remit 

- Posting code in Next should be setup with correct MVA (normally “Utgående mva 

25%”) 

- Charges buyer / seller / customer depending on posting code 

- Payed when separate sent invoice is due 

 

See next more information and screenshot.  

SETUP IN NEXT 

To setup posting codes in Next, start Next Office and from the menu Next Office, select 

“Posteringskoder”.  

 

 
 

1. The first section with kode, navn and tag are used for identifying the posting code. Tag is 

the external identifier to be used in Hub. The tag must be known to the partner and the 

customer and should be decided by the partner. All customers using the same product 

should have the same tag so the partner does not need to use different tags for different 

customers for the same product.  
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Vitec recommends the tags to have the following format HUB_<partner>_<purpose>.  

 

For example HUB_PHOTOINC_DRONE for expenses regarding drone videos and 

photos. Max length of the tag is 31 characters.  

 

2. Which MVA code should be used. Normally <ingen> for Remit and Utgående mva 25% 

for Cost 

 

3. Which accounts should be used for debit and credit, i.e. which party should bear the cost. 

 

4. If the amount should be remitted (see expense types). If remit is selected it will be 

remitted to the account with the KID sent to Hub. If KID is missing matrikkel will be 

used as KID if that checkbox is checked.  

 

HUB FUNCTIONS 

The following functions are available for handling expenses in Hub.  

Function Description 

POST {installationId}/Estates/{estateId}/Expense  Create an expense on an assignment 

PUT {installationId}/Estates/{estateId}/Expense/{expenseId}  Update a non-posted expense  

DELETE {installationId}/Estates/{estateId}/Expense/{expenseId}  Delete a non-posted expense 

 

POST will create a new expense in Next based on the tag of the associated posting code. A 

successful POST will return an id for the created expense. Use this id with PUT and DELETE as 

long as the expense is a draft. After the expense been (economically) posted, there is no way to 

change the expense through Hub.  

 

It is possible to send a new expense with a correction though as long as the settlement is not 

finished.  

 

Subsequent postings does not affect the budget but will create now postings of the same type. 

Duedate is normally unused and payment will be sent at different times depending on expense 

type (see above) at different times depending on expense type (see above).  

HANDLING OF POSTED EXPENSES 

A posting code belonging to the seller can be marked as being a part of the budget for the 

assignment. Then it will be shown in the “oppdragsavtale”. The first update to that posting code 

through Hub will update the sum and text in the budget as well as creating a posting.  

 

https://hub.megler.vitec.net/Help/Api/POST-installationId-Estates-estateId-Expense
https://hub.megler.vitec.net/Help/Api/PUT-installationId-Estates-estateId-Expense-expenseId
https://hub.megler.vitec.net/Help/Api/DELETE-installationId-Estates-estateId-Expense-expenseId_tag
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Postings will follow the configured behavior for moving from status draft to posted in the same 

way postings created in Next does.  

ERROR HANDLING 

Since there is no guarantee for an error free connection between the partners, client and Hub it is 

imperative that all solutions are built with proper error handling.  

HTTP Status code in the 200-299 segment means that the information was written successfully. 

Other status codes should lead to retries with some exceptions (for example 401 and 403 which 

denotes that the partner have the wrong credentials or are lacking rights). See the technical 

documentation for more information on http status codes.  

If information cannot be written, it should be stored for retrial. Retries can for example be sent 

on an increasing schedule, this is called “exponential backoff”. First retry after 5 minutes, then 10 

minutes, 20, 40 etc. with a maximum retry interval of 4 hours. If the call does not succeed for a 

couple days, the owner of the system should be notified to handle the situation.  

NB! An ultimately unsuccessful call to Hub to post an expense will end up in a loss of money (if 

it is a remit expense, for the partner, if it is a cost expense for the customer). Good error 

handling and follow-up on errors is imperative! 

MONITORING 

So, how do we verify that the total amount of expenses for a partner is correct for a month?  

 

For the customer there is a report in Next called “Posteringsoversikt” that summarizes expenses 

with a certain code. Using this it is possible to summarize all expenses for a certain partner for a 

month.  

 

Compare this report to the invoice sent by the partner for the same period and everything should 

match.  

 

The partner should of course monitor that all their Hub calls have received a 200 ok and have 

insight on which expenses have failed and why.  
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Workflow 

WHAT ARE CHECKLISTS?  

Each customer have their own workflow and this is represented by the checklist. Checklists are 

configured by an customers administrator for each installation of Next. There’s no way for a 

partner to configure a customers checklists.  

 

In Next, checklists drive workflow. Checklists differ by customer and can differ by type of 

assignment (sale, rent, forced sale, projects etc.). It’s also possible to configure differences in 

checklists for different departments, estate types and ownership types.  

 

 
Example of checklist 

 

CHECKLIST PROPERTIES AND MACROS 

Each item in the checklist can have a range of different properties. In the example above, let us 

refer to the different item as A,B and C. Item C can be marked to be dependent on A and B, 

then both A and B need to be checked before it is possible to check C. C can also be marked 

with dependency and auto-run. Then C will be checked and macros run as soon as A and B are 

checked.  

 

A macro is a set of events executed when an item gets checked. The following macros can be 

used for items checked by Hub.  

 

 Create activity 

 Create expense 

 Post budget expense 

 Run code  

 Send email  

 Send SMS 

 Set settlement status 
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Email and SMS will be sent from the main broker.  

TRIGGER A CHECKLIST ITEM 

There are two ways to trigger checklist items in Next for a partner. Either by setting the status of 

an order or by calling the Hub function, PUT {installationId}/Estates/{estateId}/CheckList.  

  

Using orders 

All products defined in Next (see Next Ordreintegrasjon at https://hub.megler.vitec.net/) can 

run checklist items at two steps in the order process, when the order is created and when the 

order status is set as delivered.  

 

This configuration is set by the customer in Next, under “Administrasjon->Leverandører» for 

each supplier.  

 

 
 

Two items can be set “Opprettet” (created) and “Ferdig” (Delivered).  

 

Created is set as soon as the order is confirmed from the partner. Delivered is set when the 

partner sets the order status to Delivered using POST {installationId}/Orders/{orderId}/Status 

 

Put Checklist 

By calling the Hub function PUT {installationId}/Estates/{estateId}/CheckList it is possible to 

set the state of an item by using its tag. If the tag does not exist in the checklist for the 

assignment, a 412 status code is returned.  

 

Vitec recommends the tags to have the following format HUB_<partner>_<purpose>.  

 

Otherwise, the item is checked and the associated macros are run. If there are macros of any 

other type than Hub can handle they will be ignored (for example, create a document, which is an 

operation that need user intervention).  

 

In both cases, any items that have the auto-run property who gets fulfilled will be run too.  

PLACING ORDERS 

Orders can be placed manually from the page “Marked og tjenester” but it is also possible to 

place an order from the checklist. As stated in the Next Ordreintegrasjon an order can generate 

either a 200 or a 302 response code.  

 

https://hub.megler.vitec.net/
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302 will open a web page for the user to add additional information and complete the order. A 

200 means that the order is accepted without additional user input.  

 

The latter is of course recommended since this will allow for a more automated workflow so try 

building solutions that can generate an order without user input.  

MULTIPLE ORDER PHASES 

There’s support for handling orders with multiple phases in the checklists as well. Consider the 

following example.  

 

1. A tentative order is placed for a buyer insurance when the assignment is accepted. This is 

done so the premium can be calculated and returned to Next. At this point we don’t 

know who the buyer will be and hence can’t ask them if they want the insurance.  

 

2. After the assignment is sold we know who the buyer is, asks them and then completes the 

order.  

 

To handle this there are two items in the checklist. One for placing the order (as described under 

placing orders) and one (or multiple) for completing the order.  

 

The item for completing the order will open a browser using the link provided by the partner in 

the last orderstatus delivered. This link is also available from the page Marked og Tjenester. This 

allows for the partner to have full control of the completion of the order.  
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Informing customers 

So, how do you inform all customers about the codes your 

are using?  

 

Before going into production, inform Vitec abo  ut the tags 

you’ve chosen and send a short text for each tag describing 

how they should be used. For example:  

 

Checklist 

HUB_PHOTOINC_SHOT   

Hukes av når bilderne blitt tatt 

 

HUB_PHOTOINC_EDITED  

Hukes av når bilderne blitt redigert 

 

Postings 

HUB_PHOTO_PRICE   

Kost for bilder 

 

Vitec will add it to the configuration of the product and it 

will be shown in Next as follows.  

 

 


